Elastic medium equivalent to Fresnel's double-refraction crystal.
In 1821, Fresnel obtained the wave surface of an optically biaxial crystal, assuming that light waves are vibrations of the ether in which longitudinal vibrations (P waves) do not propagate. An anisotropic elastic medium mathematically analogous to Fresnel's crystal exists. The medium has four elastic constants: a P-wave modulus, associated with a spherical P wave surface, and three elastic constants, c(44), c(55), and c(66), associated with the shear waves, which are mathematically equivalent to the three dielectric permittivity constants epsilon(11), epsilon(22), and epsilon(33) as follows: mu(0)epsilon(11)<==>rho/c(44), mu(0)epsilon(22)<==>rho/c(55), mu(0)epsilon(33)<==>rho/c(66), where mu(0) is the magnetic permeability of vacuum and rho is the mass density. These relations also represent the equivalence between the elastic and electromagnetic wave velocities along the principal axes of the medium. A complete mathematical equivalence can be obtained by setting the P-wave modulus equal to zero, but this yields an unstable elastic medium (the hypothetical ether). To obtain stability the P-wave velocity has to be assumed infinite (incompressibility). Another equivalent Fresnel's wave surface corresponds to a medium with anomalous polarization. This medium is physically unstable even for a nonzero P-wave modulus.